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In The End
Family of the Year

G
When you feel like
Em
No one loves you
C                  Cm
And the world seems nothing but against you
G               Em
Wanna feel like someone you can talk to
C                    Cm
The two of us there s nothing we can t get through

G 
 Cause in the end (in the end)
Em
In the end (in the end)
C
In the end (like a friend)
Cm                    G          Em  C  Cm
Like a friend you can depend on

Repeat:

When the night seems darker than ever
I wanna break the day together
When the rain comes falling and you re stranded
I ll help you shuffle the cards that you were handed
 
 Cause in the end (in the end)
In the end (in the end)
In the end (like a friend)
Like a friend you can depend on

G
You can lie
Em
You can cheat
Am             C
You can run and still be great

G 
You can lie
Em
You can cheat
Am                      C
You can hurt someone and still be sweet

Am                     C



We run around spending most of our lives
Em
Trying to have a good time
G       
Just to stay in the line
Woh oh ooohh

Am                            C 
I wanna break this thing we ll all know we have
Em
And we ll give it a shot
G
 Cause you re all that I ve got
Woh oh ooohh

Am 
In the end
C
In the end
         Cm
I am your friend

G                 Em
When you re broken into pieces
C                     Cm
I ll get your car and take it to the places
G                    Em
Where we parked high above the city
C                Cm
Where the lights sparkles are pretty

G 
 Cause in the end (in the end)
Em
In the end (in the end)
C
In the end (like a friend)
Cm                    G         Em
Like a friend you can depend on
C                 Cm
You can depend on

G 
You can lie
Em
You can cheat
Am              C
You can run and still be great

G 
You can lie
Em
You can cheat



Am                       C
You can hurt someone and still be sweet

Am                     C 
We run around spending most of our lives
Em   
Trying to have a good time
G
Just to stay in the line
Woh oh ooohh

Am                             C 
I wanna break this thing we ll all know we have
Em
And we ll give it a shot
G
 Cause you re all that I ve got
Woh oh ooohh

Am 
In the end
C
In the end
         Cm
I am your friend

Outro:
G Em C Cm


